
For the wellness-seeker who wants it all, meet the Human Touch® Gravis ZG Chair. Gravis combines the 

therapeutic benefits of zero gravity seating with air massage technology, multi-zone heat and powered 

positioning for every part of the chair, including the headrest. Control the chair using the included remote, 

one-touch arm control sensors or download the Gravis ZG app and access even more amazing features! 

With crisp, clean lines and innovative design, Gravis delivers both soothing neutral posture pain relief and 

exceptional control of your seating comfort. 

Captivating Design Meets Exceptional Comfort
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FULLY ADJUSTABLE

TARGETED MASSAGE BENEFITS

MULTIPLE HEAT ZONES

ONE-STEP ZERO GRAVITY SEATING

BATTERY BACKUP

ONE-STEP TO RESTORE

Use the remote control to individually power-adjust the headrest, 
backrest and footrest for optimal support. For convenience, there 
are accessible recline and incline touch buttons on the arm rest.

Choose from Massage, Stretch, and Lumbar massage programs to 
soothe and relax your entire back. 

Select from three targeted heat zones on the back, seat, and leg 
areas that can be turned on separately, or simultaneously.

Recline into the comfort of zero gravity with a simple press of the 
ZG button on the remote or press and hold of the front right-hand 
arm sensor.

Battery safety feature will restore the chair back to the 
upright position in case of a power outage.

To easily exit the chair, press and hold the Power button on the 
remote control or the rear right-hand arm sensor to restore the chair 
to the upright position with the footrest lowered.

INFINITE COMFORT 
POSITIONS

For additional customization options, including 

memory settings, preset TV and Nap recline 

positions, and Smart Sitting options, download 

the Gravis ZG app from or

Gravis ZG app
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humantouch.com

©2019 Human Touch®, LLC. Human Touch is a registered trademark of Human Touch®, LLC. No medical 
claims are warranted or implied by the use of this product. Specifications are subject to change.  

Human Touch®, LLC
4600 E Conant Street, Long Beach, CA 90808, USA   (800) 355-2762

Gravis_0719

DIMENSIONS:

Chair Reclined Dimensions: 67”L x 30”W x 31”H

Chair Upright Dimensions:  45”L x 30”W x 49”H

Seat Width:  24”

Adjustable Headrest Angle:   0-40 degrees

Product Weight:  122 lbs.

Maximum Weight Load:  400 lbs.

Endorsed by

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
5-Years Structural

3-Years Parts

1-Year In-Home Service

LEATHER PAD SETS

WOOD BASE FINISHES

SADDLE
100-GRAVIS-013

BEECH
100-GRAVIS-001

SAND
100-GRAVIS-014

MAHOGANY
100-GRAVIS-002

BONE
100-GRAVIS-015

AVAILABLE COLORS


